A Note From the Author

I wrote this book while I was living in an attic room in England. The garden was wild with daffodils and tulips, an owl hooted outside my window each night, and my family sent me letters and chocolate bars from home. I wish you the same kind of adventures – and lots of luck with the scavenger hunt.

~ Jaclyn

1. Why was Benjamin’s drum kit in the garden? ___________________________________________

2. What does Christina hate being called? ___________________________________________

3. What did Arthur Phillip give all the farmers in Australia? ____________________________

4. What kind of shop does Christina’s mother own? _______________________________________

5. Which society invites Elizabeth to join after she makes a perfect lemon souffle? ____________

6. What is the nickname of Mr. Rivers, Christina’s science teacher? ________________________

7. What was everybody’s favorite cereal? ___________________________________________

8. What does Elizabeth’s mother ask her to water? _______________________________________

9. What does ‘Sensible Suggestions at Your Service Inc’ tell Elizabeth would be preferable to running to the finish line? ___________________________________________

10. What color does Elizabeth’s toenail turn? ___________________________________________